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SUMMARY

The damp~tioll stability
and its components were determined.
The tests were conducted.at a Mach
her, based on the Ban aerodynamic

,derivativesof a missile configuration
both e~rimmtally and theoret~cally.
mxiber of 1.52 and at a Reynolds ~
chord of the wing, of 0.82 x l&.

. The e~rimntal dsmping derivative of the wing+ody cotiination was
67 percent of the theoretical value. The difference is believed to have
resulted mainly from the fact that the theory is not strictly applicable
when the Mach muiber normal to the leading edge is almost unity, which
was the case in the present investigation. For ths tail+mdy conibination
the damping derivative was 86 percent of the theoretical value. In this

case, the difference is believed to have been caused partially by mutual
interference between the tail surfaces.@ psrtially by the low Reynolds
nwiber of the flow over the tail. It was found that the damping of the
complet’econfigurateion was not equal to the sum of the damping deriv-
atives of the components because of the effect of the wing duwnwash on
the daqing of the tail.

The resistance to roll, or the demping in roll, is a ma~or factor in
determining the -c lateral stability of an aircraft and therefore
must be predictable with good accuracy. Values of the damp~koll
stability derivative for isolated wings have been calculated by the use
of linearized theory for a variety of wing plan forms (references 1, 2,

-a and 3), and experimental investigations have been conducted with wings of
tri~ and rectangular PM forms (references 4, 5, snd 6). The .

.
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effect of a body on the theoretical damping-in-oil coefficient of an.
isolated wing has.been treated in references 7 and 8. It was found that,
for both subsonic-and supersonic wing leading edges, the presence of a
body, the diamter of which is less than one-third of the wing span, has
a small (less than 4 percent) effect on the damping coefficient of the
wing.

The prediction of the damping of a complete configuration having a
wing and a tail, however, is complicated by the influence of the wing on
the flow over the tail, and thus the damping derivatives of components
cannot be added directly to obtain the damping of the complete configura-
tion. The present investigationwas undertakento masure the dampin&-
in~oll characteristics of a missile configuration and its components and
to compare the results with linearized theory.

The,experimental investigation was ~Qe=at the request of the U. S.
Air Force, and the model, the strain-age ba@nce, and the model-spiting
apparatus were supplied by the Boeing Alrp~ CO~= The m-
cotiination of the present investigation was identical to that used in
the lateral-control ad dihedral-effect tests reported in reference”9.

-—
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NOTATION
.

b wing span, 4.74 inches

c tan e

c1 roll.i~omeit coefficient
()

%p
% ‘ Tm&siJ

damping-i=oll stability derivative
dimmsionless

c local wing chord, inches

z wing man aerodynamic chord, 1.86 inches

()

f

b/z

C 2dyb
;=0

f

b/z

c @b
o

d distance from wing trailing edge to tail
tail man aerodynamic chord

Et($C) complete elliptic integral of the second

AA-Fe’

— -.

leading edge at the

kind with modulus
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Ft($C) complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus

L

M
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~
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Re

s

v

w

w?

X,y,z

,

XL

%!

Yb

Y1

yf,zf

J&3%’

rolling momnt about body -is, inch~ounds
(Tositive mommts are clockwise when the aircraft is viewed
from the resr.)

Mach numiber,dimns ionless

local lifting pressure on wing, paunds per square inch

~ VelOCity of roll, radisns per second

free+tream dynamic pressure,

radius from yl to y?

Reynolds number based on wing
dimensionless

total wing srea (including that within the body),
8.78 square inches

fkee-streem velocity, inches ~r second

damwash velocity perpendicular to radius r at the tail surface,
inches per secom

downwash velocity perpendicular to tail surface, inches per
second

coordinates relative to wing vortex sheet
apex

streamwise distance from wing apex to any

edge

streamwise distance from wing apex to any
edge

with origin at wing

point on wing leading

point on wing trailing

spanwise coordinate in _hord plane with origin at wlug a~x

variable point of integration in y direction at tail

coordinate system at the tail where y’ and Z’ are the
spantise axes of the cruciform tail
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local circulation on wing, inches squared per second

half of wing apx single,radians

air density in free stream, slugs

APPARATUS

The expr~nts were ~rfornwd in the

per cubic inch

ABS 1- by 3+oot supersonic

.

—
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wind tunnel No. 1. This closed+ ircuit variable-density wind tunnel is
equip~d with a nozzle having flexible top-and bottom plates which can
be shaped to give test section Mach numbers between 1.2 and 2.4. The
absolute total pressure fn the wind tunnel can be varied from 1/5 of an
atmos@ere to about 3 atmospheres de~nding on the Mach rnntiberaad the
ambient air teqerature. The air in the wind tunnel is dried to an absh

.—

lute humidity of O.C4)01pound of water per _ of dry air in order to
make the effects of condensation in the nozzle negligible. .

The model used in the tests consisted of a body of revolution that
had am ogival nose and a fineness ratio of 16 in combination with a
modified triangular plan+orm wing and a cruciform tail. The important
di~nsione of the model are given h figure 1. For the p-esent tests
the wing and ailerons were se,t=parallel to the body center line. The
O.01–inch+wide gaps at the win&mdy and ting-aileron junctures were
unsealed because it was assured that their effects would be small at zero
incidence and zero aileron angle. The wing leadi~dge sweepback angle
was slightly greater than the complement of the Mach angle at the test
Wch ntier, 1.52, but the tail sweepback sngle was less than this angle,
as shuwn in figure 1. The wing, which was remountable, and two after
bodies, one with tail surfaces and one without, were used in three com-
binations (body plus wing, body plus tail, and body plus wing plus tail)
to obtain the desired data. The model was attached to a sti~type sup
port, and the sting was mounted in ball bearings so that the model and
sting were free to rotate about their longitudinal exis. Rotation of the
model was produced by a twc+bladed windmill shown in figure 2. The angle
of the blades could be adjusted to obtain different rotational speeds.
The rolling moment, or the damping in roll, was masured by electrical-
resistemce strain gages mounted within the sting near the forward end.
The electrical connections to the strain gages passed through slip rings .

which were located at the rear of the bearing housing. (See fig. 2.)
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TESTS

The damping monmnt of each of the three model configurateibns was
measured at several rolling velocities to determine the dsmp~-oll
stability derivative Czp. All the tests of the present investigation
were conducted at a Mach mniber of 1.52 at an absolute total pressure of
18 pounds per square inch. The Remolds nuuber of these tests, based on
the man aerodynamic chord of the wimg, was 0.82 million.

The strain-gage balsmce was calibrated statically in the wti tunnel
just prior to the tests and zerc+load readings were made before aud after
each test as a continuous check on the instrummtation. The rotational
speed of the model was masured by calibrated strobostopic light and the
rolling mom3nts sad rotational speeds wer6 Basured simultaneously. The
tests were conducted at rotational speeds ranging from 2000 to @30 rpm.
In addition, the body-win@ail conibinationwas tested at zero rota–
tional speed to determine the static rolling mommt due to model as-try
and variations in the wind+mnnel air stream.

The body of the model was so long that the conical bow wave, when
reflected from the wind+am.nel side walls, passed between the wing and
the tail. It is believed that this reflected shock wave had a negligible
effect on the damping derivatives because the wave was initially weak
and its effect was further reduced by being reflected from the flat walls
of the wind tunnel. Although so= small as-tries existed in the model
and the air stream, the damping derivatives are not affected because even
though the vertfcal positions of the curves (Czvs pb/m) ae ~~red by
such irregularityies the slopes remain unchanged. Estimates of the errors
in ?umsurement in each of the variables entering into the presentation of
the data are given in the following table: -

.
Veriable

Estimated
errar

c~ *1.5 percent

P *2O q

pb/2V *1 perce’nt

M *0.01

c~ *2 _gercent
P

Re *20,000
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.

The exprimsntal values of rolling-momnt coefficient for the three
configurateions are sham as functions of win& ip helix eagle in figure 3.
The three lines in figure 3 do not pass through the origin, indicating
that s- asymmetries existed in the models and the air stream. The
results and the comparisons with linearized theory till be discussed
separately for each configuration.

win&Boay Coldxblation

Theoretical results shuwn in references 7 and8 indicate that the
m- derivative for w@&@& c-inations should not vary with rate of
roll pb/EV for a given model at a given Mach nuniberand indicate that
the body of this test should have a negligible effect on the damping of
the wing. The data for the win@body cotiination, which is presented in
figure 3, appear to lie along a line of constant slope, and it is beliew d
that the damping derivative of the combination is constant within the .
test range of win@ip helix singles.

The therxetical daqin@n-roll derivative of the wing alone was
calculated by the ~thod given in reference 1 assuming the raked+ tips .

to be located along Mach lines. The theoretical and experimntsl values
are nuted in table I and show the value of the experi~ntal damping deri~
ative to be 67 ~rcent of the theoretical,value. The difference is
believed to be due to the fact that the wing leading edge end the ~ch
cone from the wing apex were almost coincident at the test Mach nuniber
(consequently the velocity component normal to the leading edge was in
the transonic regime). Linearized theory does not include the effects of
the transonic fluw near the wing leading e~ and therefore canuot be
expected to give accurate results at these teet condttons. The rather
luw Reynolds number of the tests (O.82 X l&) also may have contributed
to the difference between theory and experinwnt.

The effect on the damping derivative of the ~oximity of the wing-
a~x shock wave to ths leading edge is shown by the data for triangular
wings presented in reference 4. In these tests, the ex-primmtal values
of the derivatives were about 10 perceti less than the theoretical values
men the wing-apex shock wave and the leading edge were far from coinci-
dent, but when they were a3most coincident the clifference between the
_theoretical and ~rimntal values increaaed from 20 to a percent. Tb
Reynolds nunibersof these tests at the kch -r (1.62) at which the
leading edge and the apex buw wave were nearly coincident were almst the
sam as the Reynolds nunber in the present tests. If the differences in
the models in the two investigations me considered, the results appea-

.

to be in agreemnt.
,-.

—
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Because of the complexity in calculating the exact damp~imoll
stability derivative of triangular wings with cut+ff tips, several short-
cut methods were considered. The most obvious simplification when the
change in wing area due to the wing4ip modification is small is to ignore
the change from the original triangular wing and use its damping deriv-
ative in stability calculations. The theoretical damping derivative of
the ~ alone was calculated for actual plan form and the triangular plan
form, and the results are shown below:

1. Considering effeet of the raked+ wing tips, Czp = -0.287

2. Ignoring effect of _ip modification, c~ = -0.280
P

The change in wing area due to the modification amounted to 6 percent of
the wing area, and it is apparent from the foregoing oompsrison that the
correspending change in the dampi~oll stability derivative is s-1.
It should be remtiered, however, that in the calculation of the rolling
momnt (L) and the roll-mwxt coefficient (C2) from the stability
derivative (Czp) the actual wing span and =ea mst be used.

Tail+ody Conibination

Data for the tail+mdy combination could only be obtained in a nsr-
row range of rotational s~eds because the nmdel vibrated severely out-
side this range. A straight lfne was drawn through the data points
(fig. 3) and it was found that the sum of the ordinates at zero rate of
rolJ for the -ody and tail+mdy cotiinations is almost equal to the
corresponding cnxiinatefor the complete configuration. This fact tends
to substantiate the belief that the e~rimntal value of the dampimg
derivative is consttit.

Although the change in tail area due to cutting off the tips in a
streamwlse direction was small (approximately 4 percent of the tail area),
the modification results in a loss of lR in the tip region of the
remaining portion of the tail. As a result of this additional loss in
lift, the assumption that the dsmping derivative was that of a triangular

●

wing does not seem likely to be as satisfactory for the tail as it was
for the wing. The theoretical dampimg derivative of the tail was calc~
lated by using the data for triangular wings given in reference 2 but with
the following corrections for the effect of streamwise tips. The ~essure
distribution ti the vicinity of the tip of the full triaugulsr wing was
computed and the amount of damping due to the load on the cutif f tip was
determined. The effeet of the streamwise tip on the pressure distribution -
on the tail within the Mach cone from the tip leading edge was approxi-
mated by arbitrarily assuming the spamwise lift distribution to fall
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Mnearly from ths value at the Maoh cone to zero at the tip. The damping
mcmnts of these two regions were subtracted from the damping moment of
the complete triangular plan form and a new damping derivative was calcw

.

lated based on the actual tail span and area. This derivative, for four
tail fins, was based on the total tail area and amounted to -0.316
while the damping derivative of the corresponding triangular surfaces was
-o.2gl. The agreemmt between these values is not as good as for the
wing &rhaps because the good ageemnt obtained with the wing was fotiw
itous.

The theoretical dampin@~oll derivative of the tail alone, when
based on the wing span end erea, is -0.132. As shown in table 1} the
experimental value is 86 percent of the theoretical value for the wing-
tail ccmibination. Part of the difference between theory and experimmt
is believed to be mutual interference between the tail surfaces. A theo-
retical investigation of this effect for wings swept well.within the Mach
cone is reported in reference 10. This theory indicates that for slender

—

wings the interference reduces the damping derivative by 19 percent. In
the present experiments, however, the leading edges of the tail surfaces
were swept ahead of the Mach cone from the apex.

-.
As a result, the inter-

ference effect should be much less than that for a highly swept cruciform
.

wing because the fraction of the ~ area over which the interference
can occur is less.

.

5 results of tests of a single wing, with a triangular plsm form
and with the sam location of the wing leading edge relative to the apex
Mach cone as that in this test, are reported in reference 4. The tests
were conducted at a Remolds nunibersimilar to that of the present tests,
0.51 X 1.06based on the tail ~an aerodynamic chord, and the results
indicate a difference between theory and experimnt of 10 percent.

—

Win@ail+30dy Configuration

The sum of the experimental damping derivatives for {he bod~ing
and body4ail combi?zations,as noted in table 1, is--0.303 while the
damping derivative of the bo&win@ ail combination is”4.240. ‘J%edi~
ference between these two values is primarily due to the effect‘of the
downwash field of the wing on the flow over the tail surfaces. The sum .

of the theoretical damp= derivatives of the components (-O.414) is 70
percent greater than the experimental value for the complete configuration
(-O.240) because of the addition of ths differences between theory end
experiment for the components to the win@ail interference effeet.

h an attempt to
damping derivative of

acc&nt for the effect of the wing downwash on the
the tail, a ~thod of calculating the velocity field
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at the tail has been derived and is given in detail in the appendix.
The method consists of computing the downwash normal to the tail sw
faces by using the theoretical, nondimensional, span load distribution
on the wing and by assuming that the trailing vortex sheet from the wing
remains plane at the tail. The coordinate system (in a plane normal to
the body axis at the tail) that is used in the aualysis is shown in
figure 4.

H the theoretical, spau load distribution is adjusted to Cmrespxl
with the eqerimental damping of the wing, the downwash field at the tail
can be computed with good accuracy within the limits imposed by the
assumption of a plane vortex sheet. This assumption is apparently not as
gross as might be e~cted, at least for the case of four tail surfaces,
because it was found that the average downwash perpendicular to the tail
surfaces at any spanwtse position varied by only 10 to 15 percent through
the rauge of possible positions of the vortex sheet relative to the tail
planes. For this reasm, it is expected that the average dawnwash over
the tail would be chauged only slightly by the rolling up of the vortex
sheet that actua@ occurs.

The distribtiion of the downwash existing at the two tail p-s,
based on the theoretical damping derivative of the wing, is shuwn in fi=
me 5 along with the local velocity due to roll. The average effective
velocity distribution (clifference between curves I and 111 in fig. 5) was
obtaimed by assuming the theoretical curve to be continuous through the
origin rather than discontinuous. This assumption with a wing mounted in a
body is believed to be more reasonable than the theoretical curve for the
wing dons .

Since the effective velocity distributia is nonlinear, the problem
of determining the exact change in damping of the tail is extremely CO=
plex. ,Forthis reason, it was assured that the effective velocity dis-
tribution could be linearized to give a velocity distribution such that
the exea beneath the linear distribution curve (curve V in fig. 5) end
the area beneath the curve for the more exact distribution (curve IV in
fig. 5) would be equal. With this assumption, the correction to the
damping of @e tail becoms, as shown in figure 5, the ratio of the ord$-
nates of curves I and V.

It is possible that the accuracy of the method could be improved by
use of a secondery correction based on the differences between curves IV
and V ti figure 5. Such a correction would probably m based on the pr+
uct of the local tail chord, the spanwise mommt arm, and the local dif-
ference between curves IV and V. Huwever, the effects of the local ttil
chord and the spanwise moment arm are o~osite and almost equal, therefore

* such a correction would be small for the present configuration and has
been mglected.

.
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Although it is very approximate‘theprima= correction, when based
on the exper~ntal damping derivative of the wing, accounts for 63
percent of the effect of the wing dowuwash on the damping in roll of the
tail. As shown in table 1, the sun of the damping derivatives of the
body-wing ccmibinationand the corrected experimental damping derivative
of the body+ail conixtnationis only 10 percent greater than the measured
value for the complete configuration.

b

.—

w

CONCLUSIONS

The results of an investigation of the daqi~i~oll characteris–
tics of a missils configuration and its components ~d a theoretical
investigation of the influence of the wing d~wash on the damping of the-
tail in steady roll lead to the following conclusions: —

1. The danipin@n+roll derivative for the wing+ody conibination
tested was found to be only 67 percent of the theoretical value, probably
because of the proximity of the wing apex Mach line to the wing leading
edge. .

2. The experimental dampi~~ol.1 derivative of the tail+ody
conibinationwas 86 percent of the theoretical value. The difference is “ .
believed to have been caused partially by mutual interference between the
tail surfaces and partially by the MwReynolds nunber of the flow over
the tail.

Anws Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee

Moffett Field, Calif.
for Aeronautics,
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APH?tNDIX

CALCULATION ~ THE JKFFECT(3FWIRG

VELOCITY FIEIDATTHE~OF

IN STEADY ROLL

In order to predict the damping in roll

l.1

DOWNWASH ON TK@l

AN AIRCRAFT!

of an aircraft, the damping
characteristics of the wing alone &d tail alone must be hon. The
change in velocity distribution tirnml to the tail surfaces resulting
from the presence of the wing can be calculated from the load distribution
on the wing, and the change in velocity can be used to obtain a correction
to the tail+ilone damping in roll. This mthcd is depndent upon the fol–
lowing major assumptions in addition to those normally =de in linesrizel
wing theory:

1. The helical trailing vortex sheet from the wing remains straight ,
in all transverse cross sections (does not roll up at the edges) and its
longitudinal axis fs not displaced from the longitudinal axis of the wing.

The spanwise damwa sh distribution at the tail cem be lineerizd
(w’=;; ) so as to obtain an effective rate of roll.

A diagram of the coordinate system (in a plane nornal to the body
axis at ths tail) that is used in the following analysis is shown in
figure 4. Theinduced velocity w at any point y,z is the summtion
over the span of the vortex sheet of the velocities induced by the eleman-
tal trailing vortices, or, in’differential form

,
The induced velocity
station on the tail
evaluated becoms

(1)

VT norml to the tail chord plane at any spanwise
Y* when the cosine of the angle g (fig. 4) is

~t ‘wcos’=+L;e.L~&z12)*’‘2)
●

It should be noted that
R

*

Y’ = y[coim (3)
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where the edgle
the vortex sheet

where d is the

A is the angular displace~nt
from the wing and its value is

NACA RMA51A03
.

of the tail,relative to
given by the equation

.

(4)

distance from the wing trailing edge to the leading edge
of the man aerodynamic chord of the tail.

The rate of change of circulation with spanwise position dr/~1
can be obtained from the following equation based on the span load dis-
tribution of the wimg:

(5)

where Al?/q is the local lifting pressure coefficient at a point x,y”
on the wing with the origin of the coordinate system at the wing apex.
This coefficient for a rolling triangular wing with subsonic leading

edges is given in reference 3 by the following equation:
a—

n 4X$C2e—=

[

(6)
q ~ “Z%32C2~,(pc)

1
P2C2Ft(pc,) J=.—

li32c2 1+32C2

.

where $ is equal to yJx

For a triangular wing at
leadi~dge sweepback as the
equation (6)

Substitution
relation:

becoms :

AP.

—
,

the test Wch nuniberand wtth the same
wing of the present investigation,

*

— = 1.246;q J*”
(7)

of equations (3), (5)} and (7) in eqution (2) gives the

●
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Since the demping derivative of the wing ylem form used on the model
has been shown to be almost equal to that of an equivalent triangular
wing, it is reason.abl~to use the ge~try of the triangular wing to
obtain the downwash distribution.norml to tail planes. With this aprox–
imzition,equation (8) beco~s

# = 0.1982-# /2
r[

(3.534 .473Y=%2 – o.942y~2
+/2 1(3.53-o.471y=2)=/2 x

01 - (9)

The downwash field at the tail is obviously a function of the anglek
and therefore the downwash effect for one of the tail planes, as can
be seen from equation (4), varies with the rate of roll p. For cruci–
form tails, however, the average downwash effect is almost independent of
the rate of roll because the changes in downwash at each tail plane are
compensating. This co~nsat ion should increase for tails with more than
four fins, but should decrease with a decrease in the nuniberof tail fins.
It should be noted that the rolling up of the vortex sheet that actually
occurs quite rapidly with low-aspect~atio wings will affect the @wx?ash
distribution at the tail. However, the effect of the rolling-up of the
vortex sheet m the damping of the tail should decrease with an increas-
ing number of fins.
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TABIEI

COMPARISON CW !FHEQRETICALAND EZEERIMENTAL DAMPING--OIL DERIVATIVES

c~ cl
P l?~q References

Configurateion c~ for theory
Experiment Theory

‘theory

(1) Bo~ 4.194 4.287 6’7$ land7

(2) Bo~ail –.109 -.127 86$ 2EUId7

(3) (Bdy+ing) + –. 303 -.414 –- –--–
(Bo~ail)

(4) Win@ody-tail -.240 -- –- ----

(5) (Bti~ail)
Corrected -.069* -.053 -- 22 7Y -
for wing appendix A
downwash

(6) (Body-wing) +
(Body=tail) _*2(53* -.340 –- -–––
Corrected
for wing
downwash

(Mm& ;)+

I

Note: All daqing derivatives are based on wing span and area.

* The theoretical correction is based on the experimental damping
of the wing.

~
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All dimensions in inches

A40ch line.-

—.
Wing Wedge

Normal to leading

Normal to trailing

- —_________

.-.

‘strain gage balance

Plan tiew

Mach line

Angles

edge —

edge —

I Tail Wedge Angles

14i0

10°

Front’ 14ew
Normal to feuding edge - II 0
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